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Imaging and chemotherapy cardiotoxicity:
A long-playing story still seeking precision
and improved outcomes/management data
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Doctors have always recognized that every patient

is unique, and doctors have always tried to tailor

their treatments as best as they can to individuals.

… What if figuring out the right dose of medicine

was as simple as taking our temperature?

U.S. President Barack Obama, State of the Union

Address, January 30, 2015. Topic Precision Medicine

The ability to define a treatment plan usually entails

the clinical judgment of risks and benefits of any treat-

ment option for a given individual patient based on

large-scale clinical trials, obtaining patient-physician

consensus on the individualized treatment plan, and then

initiating a monitoring plan to assess effectiveness and

assess side effect profile. When imaging is a portion of

the monitoring program for side effect profile, two

issues arise. First, what is the reproducible precision of

the technique for defining a clinical side effect of

importance at the correct clinical stage. Second, what is

the utility of the technique for defining a specific directly

actionable marker for a defined standardized interven-

tion that is shown to decrease the side effect without

dramatically decreasing the treatment efficacy. A clear

example of such a clinical conundrum exists in the long-

running tale of Chemotherapy Cardiotoxicity and Car-

diology Clinical Care/Cardiac Imaging.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The Oncology Community has made great strides in

the treatment of cancer over the past 5 decades,

significantly improving survival rates.1 This has been

especially true in breast cancer, a disease process with

unfortunately high prevalence. Yet many chemotherapy

drugs 2,3 (most notably, anthracyclines, cyclophos-

phamide, Her2-neu-targeted agents) have subclinical,

or the potential for clinical, cardiac side effects. The

most dramatic of the clinical side effects tends to be fall

in left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) and for some

patients full-blown symptomatic congestive heart fail-

ure. Fortunately, the overall risk remains lower than the

potential benefits of cancer therapy but still argues the

need for precise methods to track and targeted interven-

tions at correct times to even further improve clinical

outcomes. The mechanism of myocardial cellular dys-

function leading to LVEF pathology from anthracyclines

or Cyclophosphamide which tend to be dose related and

more irreversible as opposed to the Her2-neu (present in

20-25% of breast cancer)-targeted agents which seem to

tend to be not dose related and more reversible appears

quite different adding further complexity to the clinical

decision process. This is especially true since both

classes of agents are frequently of dramatic benefit in

breast oncology, but the combination of anthracycline

chemotherapy with Her2-neu agents appears to create

additive risk for myocardial dysfunction.4-6 As time has

gone by, some believe that the risk is not only during the

active chemotherapy treatment period of these agents

but perhaps can also occur years or decades later (at

least with anthracyclines or cyclophosphamide) which

has helped fuel the concept of Cardio-Oncology

Programs.

The potential role of Cardiac Imaging in monitoring

LVEF for adverse effects was established in a landmark

manuscript by Alexander et al. in 1979.7 This study used

first-pass radionuclide angiography to serially follow

patients on doxorubicin utilizing a technique that was

mathematically reproducible and without geometric

assumptions. This paper clearly documented the potential
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development of both asymptomatic and symptomatic fall

in LVEF and also clearly documented the dose relation-

ship with LVEF abnormalities usually occurring at doses

[350 mg/m2 of doxorubicin. The manuscript also

pointed out the unreliability of systolic time intervals

(another marker of LV performance) to predict clinical

LV dysfunction. Perhaps more astutely, the manuscript

referenced a paper by Bristow et al.8 showing endomy-

ocardial biopsy data with doxorubicin with histologic

changes below 350 mg/m2 that did not predict clinical fall

in LVEF or cardiac symptoms. It went on to allude that

subclinical cardiac findingsmay not be appropriate targets

if they limit clinical oncologic effectiveness by stopping

meds early. A follow-up study by this group (Choi et al.9)

explored the possibility of monitoring doxorubicin ther-

apy by first-pass radionuclide angiography in patients

with starting abnormal LVEFs.

Over the years, many studies of varying imaging

modalities to correlateLVEFs between techniques includ-

ing Multi-Gated Acquisition (MUGA) radio nuclear

acquisitions, echocardiography (2D and 3D), Cath ven-

triculogram, cardiac MR, and cardiac CT have been

conducted which can be (and have been) extrapolated to

the chemo population.10 All have essentially showed

‘‘ballpark’’ correlation of LVEF determination. Addi-

tionally, other potential markers for early LV dysfunction

prior to LVEF fall in the chemo population have been

explored including echo Doppler diastolic parameters,

echo global longitudinal strain,11 and the biomarkers of

troponin and brain natriuretic peptide (BNP).

Still, to this day, LVEF most commonly by either

echo or MUGA has remained the clinical standard for

following patients on chemo medications with potential

cardiotoxicity. Several Groups in Canada (Mackey

et al.12) and Europe (Bovelli et al.13 and Curigliano 14

On Behalf of ESMO) have generated guidelines based

on the most recent Breast Cancer Trials for LVEF

monitoring and recommendations for dose adjustments

based on LVEF findings.

While the therapy of clinical heart failure follows

standard regimens and while there are some data on the

early use ofACE inhibitors and beta blockers on thosewith

asymptomatic fall in LVEF (Cardinale et al.15), current

available data focuses most on dose adjustments and

‘‘holds’’ of the chemotherapy medications themselves.

GATED TOMOGRAPHIC RADIONUCLIDE
ANGIOGRAPHY WITH CZT DETECTOR GAMMA

CAMERA

In this issue of the Journal, Haarmark et al. report on

Pre-Chemotherapy LVEFs and volumes and right ven-

tricular ejection fractions and volumes using (1). Gated

Tomographic (not planar) Radionuclide Angiography

(i.e., tomographicMUGA), (2). Technetium-99m-labeled

human serum albumin (HSA), not labeled red blood cells,

and on a (3). Cadmium-zinc-telluride (CZT) detector

gamma camera (not sodium iodide). The patients were all

pre-chemotherapy patients, and the purpose was to

establish normal values utilizing this technique in this

population.

There are good theoretical reasons for obtaining data

in this manner. MUGA LVEF is not geometrically based.

SPECT format may allow better differentiation of ventric-

ular borders, and calculatedLVEFmaybe ‘‘moreprecise.’’

Additionally, the advances in spatial resolution/count

statistics of CZT may also help create more ‘‘precise’’

LVEF. Most importantly, if a technique will be used to

followkeypatient parameters serially, thena validationand

normative database needs be established for both the

equipment and the acquisition parameters together.

The study is well constructed and well reported, but

there are some technical concerns that may be raised

here. The LVEF standard deviation (SD) is 68.3 ± 9.2%

in a patient population where a 10% difference (serial)

would be considered significant. The RVEF SD is

47.1 ± 9.0 % yielding an author-defined lower limit of

normal as 2 SD below mean of 29% (quite a low number

to be considered ‘‘normal’’).

The study at best is a prelude to further work needed

for this technical validation. Before we define a ‘‘pre-

cise’’ technique, we must define it to be accurate enough

to be reproducible. Two serial studies with similar

numerical results prior to medications may help in that

regard. Most importantly, the data will really take on

marked clinical significance only once pre and post

chemo serial studies are evaluated side by side and at

varying dose and time intervals. Until then, this remains

an isolated normative dataset study.

In anticipation, the key hope would be that data

acquired in this manner will allow more solid clinical

decision making with this patient population and define

for us ‘‘a reliable specific (or sensitive?) target marker’’

on which we can clinically act directly to improve

clinical outcomes and care.

THE FUTURE

All well-done medical science studies, even tech-

nical radiographic ones, give us the opportunity to think

about where we are and what we need to do to improve

clinically in the future (and at what ‘‘cost’’ since

value = quality divided by cost).

LVEFs/RVEFs/LV and RV volumes can be

reported by innumerable technologies and are everyday.

We use them as a ‘‘ballpark’’ in the medical manage-
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ment of heart failure and risk stratification in heart

failure and coronary heart disease. We wish them to be

more ‘‘precise’’ when deciding on Internal Cardio

defibrillator Devices when we think 35% (± what degree

of standard deviation?). Yet, the demands of serial

LVEF in chemotherapy may sharpen our focus on the

LVEF story. What is the most precise reproducible

technique with the narrowest SD? Where (and to what

degree) does precision add value? Does each technique

need its own standardized acquisition or is only the

standardization within an institution/practice important?

Is there independent information in volumes in assessing

ventricular performance and should they always be

clinically reported? Should critical LVEFs in nuclear be

by first pass or list mode to avoid the rhythm question

rather than ‘‘frame gating’’ or does it matter less in the

chemo population who most tend to be in sinus rhythm?

Does a CZT crystal change LVEF and volumes in planar

MUGA acquisitions compared to sodium iodide? Should

pivotal clinical trials that use the parameter of LVEF

obtain it by several measures and report each individ-

ually, use only one and mandate that be the standard for

measurement for that clinical question, or obtain it in

one manner and allow test substitution based on the

clinicians judgement of precision overlay? How does

nuclear return to a major role in LV function testing

(‘‘prove added quality’’) when most Radiology Benefit

Managers have subjugated it due to ‘‘cost’’?

More to the current specific clinical question: Is

LVEF the best way to follow chemo patients or should

we be seeking more ‘‘subclinical markers’’? (A recent

editorial by Yeh et al.16 on this topic points out that ‘‘A

screening test is considered cost efficient only if early

detection will lead to intervention that improves out-

comes.’’) and ‘‘A limited number of studies have

evaluated the benefit of early intervention in asymp-

tomatic patients with subclinical LV dysfunction with

contradictory results.’’ 15,17). As the field of Cardio-

Oncology evolves, will there be separate recommenda-

tions for anthracycline monitoring versus Her2-neu

monitoring versus anthracycline sequentially followed

by Her2-neu monitoring? Who will determine the con-

sensus on those recommendations given all the

stakeholders with different knowledge bases? What is

the optimum timing of monitoring and how long should it

continue for (on a ‘‘cost effective’’ basis)? Will we

return to the search for ‘‘cardio protective adjuncts’’ for

these medications rather than primary medication adjust-

ments and stops?

Much work to be done.
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